[Readiness for behavioural change in somatoform disorders].
The readiness for behavioural change in patients with somatoform symptoms constitutes an important construct in psychotherapy research. However, no psychometric instrument is available yet for assessing this construct. This study, therefore, attempts to adapt a questionnaire for the assessment of the "readiness for behavioural change" in patients with chronic pain (FQ-STAPM) to patients with somatoform symptoms. Various psychometric test criteria of the questionnaire are examined. The sample consists of n=103 in- and outpatients with multiple somatoform symptoms. Item characteristics, reliability (internal consistency), and construct validity for three of the four adapted scales are acceptable. Furthermore, the four-factor-structure of the FQ-STAPM can be confirmed. Moderate changes on the adapted scales of the FQ-STAPM are detected in a longitudinal design. The results corroborate the applicability of the instrument in patients with somatoform symptoms.